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Meeting Notes 
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1:00pm – Jacoby Lobby 
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* Jesse Morrow, CTE Dean 
* Jess Miller, Director 
* Jules DeGiulio, Purchasing 
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* Steve Nelsen, Opsis - phone 
* Dominic Puccinelli, Andersen 
* Emily Hagar, Andersen 
* Bill Jaques, Andersen  
* Jim Cox, Estime  
* Libby Ramirez, Estime 

 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS:   
 

Construction Schedule 
The committee reviewed a few of this week’s accomplishments which included: 

• Building pad complete 
• Relocation of gas lines complete 
• CD’s & GMP’s submitted 
• Package 2 submitted for final pricing 

 

The next few weeks’ projects will include:  

• Jacoby & Whipple:  Chiller to be shut down starting July 16th through July 22nd, to accommodate 
underground piping & mechanical work.  During this time buildings will not have AC & chilled water   

• Start under slab utilities 
Pouring of all spread footings will be done August 4th. This will be the first large concrete pour of the 
project. Because of the large scope of this job, and the anticipated high daily temperature at this time of 
year, a lot of prep work will need to be done prior to the pour.  The committee discussed whether or not 
the 4am start time should be conveyed, or if a general statement of earlier start time on that date will be 
sufficient.  This would not be a normal occurrence, but rather on the rare occasions when larger projects 
are to be done.  The goal is to communicate all plans openly with the neighborhood & staff.  Larry asked 
Dan to compile a more simple work chart for the neighborhood that would highlight any such critical 
path projects. Dan replied that he could do that and send an updated version to Larry for posting on the 
website and communicating to the neighbors.   

 

Lee acknowledged that with regard to the critical path, our project remains on track for completion on August 
17, 2016.   
 

Package 2 Bidding Schedule 
Dom communicated that he has broken Package 2 into two separate packages to help facilitate the bidding for 
the elevator and the steel packages.  The elevator is still within budget, however Dom needs to review the bid 
scope of work with them to ensure that everything asked for is included.   
 

Dom discussed the bids that he has received thus far, which include 4 electrical subs, 4 HVAC subs, 4 plumbing 
subs, 2 control bids (also went to HVAC contractor) 
 

Removal of Trees 
The committee further discussed the fate of the large oak trees that are in the path of the haul road and fire lane.  
Currently, the sidewalk is being used by the haul trucks, and has only seen minor damage. It is holding up 
sufficiently for current purposes.  Once Knife River completes the side of the building closest to the lane, they 
will lay gravel to complete the haul road by early October.  For the removal of the trees, it was suggested that 



 

  

they be removed when there is minimal impact, before classes start again on September 29th.  This will help 
with safety on campus as well. 
 

Construction Budget Update 
Package 1 – Dom mentioned that it appears that Package One will come in under budget although final 
accounting has not yet been completed. He will not know the exact total impact until further review is done for 
both the electrical work as well as the generator.  The generator is larger than what was detailed in the GMAX, 
and the electrical additions (air handling units) need to be determined as either “standard” or “custom”.  Once 
these issues are resolved, Dom will have a more definite number as to the final budget impact is for Package 
One.  
 

FF&E 
Jules reported that he has received the detailed list from Angela, which included pricing, and found it to be 
within budget.   
Jess noted that Tamra has approved the three patient beds and two over bed tables that were donated from 
Mercy Medical Center.  Jess clarified that it was mentioned earlier that three tables were donated, when in fact, 
there were two.  The Foundation is sending formal acknowledgement of the gift to Mercy Medical Center, CEO 
Kelly Morgan.  
 

Donor Wall Update 
The committee discussed the progress of the donor wall.  Lee mentioned he had not heard from Bob & Carol, 
however knows that they are working on this and are needing to select the material that will be used for the 
wall.  Opsis had some suggestions, while emphasizing that they do not want to take over the project, but rather 
give some insight from an architectural aspect.  Lee conveyed that while the offer is appreciated, this type of 
design is Bob & Carol’s specialty.  Larry mentioned that extra blocking will be placed in the wall, such as a 4X8 
piece of sheet metal.    
The committee also discussed the need for an alternate, incorporating a wooden feature that would be placed in 
front of the wall as decorative but functional, in that its purpose would be to create an unobtrusive but effective 
barrier to create some protective distance between persons seated in the common area and the wall art.  The 
feature should not inadvertently become a seat or shelf for those using the space in front of the art wall.   
 

OHSU Donations 
Dom reported that as much as his team tried, he believes there will be no donations.   Lee thanked Dom and 
others who attempted to secure gifts from corporate donors for the dental classes and released them from this 
obligation.  
 

Testing RFP’s 
Larry and Jules have been working on vendor questions for the RFPs.  The proposals are due back by Monday 
the 13th, with contracts being awarded by the end of that week.   
 

HNS Oversite Committee Agenda 
Jennifer has asked Robynne to remind Betty and Rita about setting the schedule for the next meeting, and 
sending an invite out for that meeting.   
 

Owners’ Team Site Visits 
Lee asked Jennifer to send an invite for the next safety training video, which will be Wednesday, July 15th at 
8:30am.  This will take place after the Oversight Committee Meeting, and will take place in the Andersen 
Construction Trailer.  Jules & Lee are interested in attending the training.   
 



 

  

On August 12th, the OAC Construction Team will be led on a tour given by Dan.  This will be after the first 
large pour of the project takes place, and the team should see quite a bit of activity.  Jennifer will send an invite 
to the team as well as President Rita Cavin and Robynne Wilgus.  Personal Safety Equipment such as a hard hat 
and a safety vest will be provided during the tour. (More details to come in that invite)  
 

Next Construction Team Meeting:  Monday, July 20th, in the Andersen Construction Trailer 
(Hard hats are not required) 
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